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The General Court of 1924 passed the following resolve, chapter 70, approved
June 5, 1924.

Resolved, That a joint special committee be appointed, to consist of three mem-
bers of the senate to be appointed by the president and six members of the house
to be appointed by the speaker, to further consider the subject matter of Senate
Document No. 490 of the current year, and particularly whether it is for the public
interest that the business of reciprocal insurance should be legalized in this com-
monwealth, and, if so, on what terms and conditions, both as to domestic reciprocals,
so-called, and as to foreign reciprocals, so-called, and as to what class or classes
of insurance. Said committee shall study the laws of other states relative to the
transaction of reciprocal or inter-insurance and the form and manner in which
said insurance is conducted and the safeguards with which, according to the best
practice, it is surrounded. Said committee shall hold public hearings, shall be
furnished by the commissioner of insurance with all information relative to the
aforesaid subject matter in his possession, shall be assigned quarters in the state
house, may employ clerical and other assistance, and for such clerical and other
assistance and for travel and other expenses, may expend from such amount not
exceeding five thousand dollars, as may hereafter be appropriated, such sums
as may be approved by the governor and council. Said committee shall report
to the general court its findings and recommendations, together with drafts for
such legislation, if any, as it shall recommend, by filing the same with the clerk of
the house of representatives not later than December fifteenth of the current year.

The committee organized August 6, 1924, with Senator John F. Shea, chair-
man, and Representative Elbridge G. Davis, vice-chairman. Eugene W. Mason
was elected secretary. Thereafter the committee held a series of public hearings
and later visited New York, Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas City for the pur-
pose of making a firsthand study of the large reciprocal exchanges in their
home territory.

On December 15, 1924, the committee submitted to the General Court a
preliminary report (printed as House Document No. 11l of the current year),
requesting an extension of time for the submission of its final report, on
which an extension of time was granted to Saturday, January 31, 1925, and
a further extension to February 7, 1925, was thereafter granted.

Fundamental Principles op Insurance

To tlie Honorable Senate and House of Representatives

FINAL REPORT OF JOINT SPECIAL COMMITTEE
ON RECIPROCAL OR INTER-INSURANCE.

In the study of reciprocal insurance, this committee has had occasion to
study insurance generally. All insurance may be divided into two classes;
private and co-operative. The outstanding type of private insurance is fur-
nished by stock companies. The outstanding types of co-operative insurance
are those furnished by reciprocal insurance exchanges and mutual insurance
companies. Both classes of insurance carriers, private and co-operative,
furnish insurance to the public. Both depend for the payment of losses under
policy contracts, upon amounts paid by the policyholders, usually termed
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premiums or deposits. To provide for the payment of losses in excess of the
premiums or deposits paid by the policyholders, the stock company provides
an amount termed capital, and the reciprocal exchanges and the mutual com-
panies provide for a contingent liability assumed by the policyholders; that is,
for the payment of certain amounts in addition to the first annual premium or
deposit. Premiums or deposits, however, are calculated upon a basis sufficient
in the case of stock company insurance, to pay for the expense of operation,
including- acquisition cost, the payment of losses and the payment of profits
to the stockholders. In the case of co-operative insurance they are calculated
upon a basis which provides for the acquisition cost, the payment of losses,
and, as experience has demonstrated, for a return of a large portion of the
premium to the policyholder.

Whenever any insurance carrier finds that its loss ratio exceeds the premiums
collected, the rates must be immediately increased. If this is not done, what-
ever surplus exists will be eaten up, leaving only the alternative of assessment
or final liquidation. There is no magic in insurance. No matter what the
method pursued, or the form adopted, its object is the same, that is, the
spreading of individual losses amongst a large group of policyholders.

In any event, the policyholders, of any successful insurance carrier pay their
own losses regardless of the form of carrier. Our investigation shows that the
general custom adopted at reciprocal insurance exchanges is to collect an
annual premium deposit equal to the premium charged by stock companies
for similar risks. It also appears from statistics available during a quarter
of a century or more of the operation of reciprocal insurance in the United
States that an average of 40 per cent of the premium deposit has been saved
to the subscribers. In some instances it has been less, in other instances much
more, running as high as 80 or 90 per cent, but the general average has been
about 40 per cent. With this record, and considering the fact that premiums
are in the first instance fixed on a basis calculated to cover losses and expenses
of all kinds and realize an earning in the case of stock company insurance
and a saving in the case of co-operative insurance, we have felt assured that
the provision which we have recommended requiring subscribers at exchanges
licensed in Massachusetts to assume an obligation to pay at least one additional
annual premium, will be sufficient to insure the payment of any losses that
may occur. In keeping, however, with the well established policy of Massa-
chusetts in the adoption of laws which insure the soundness of insurance
institutions, we have seen fit to recommend an additional safeguard in that the
measure which we have recommended requires that there be maintained at all
times at any exchange licensed in this Commonwealth, a surplus of not less
than $200,000, and in addition thereto we have required that full reserves he
maintained at all times. By reserves we mean the 50 per cent reinsurance
reserve required of stock companies and claim reserves sufficient to meet all
outstanding losses calculated on the same basis required of stock or mutual
companies. We have, therefore, provided first, that a surplus be carried at
all times equal to the amount at which a stock company can be organized in
this state ($200,000); second, that the same reserves be provided for and
maintained at all times equal to the reserves required of stock companies in
this state; third, that the subscribers agree to pay at least one additional
annual premium deposit, if necessary, to meet losses. We feel that such
requirements certainly provide a standard of safety and solvency which can-
not be questioned. It is a significant fact that the capital and surplus of most
stock companies constitute a very small per cent of the amount of policy
obligations assumed by them, so that in the last analysis, the solvency of any
insurance carrier, whether stock or co-operative, depends upon the sufficiency
of the premiums collected. It is our opinion therefore that a provision pro-
viding for an additional annual premium deposit, if necessary, is the most
effective manner in which solvency can be assured. The surplus requirment
provided for in the bill which we are presenting, is in excess of that provided
for in anv state of the union except one.
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Plan and Method op Operation.

The plan of Reciprocal or Inter-Insurance contemplates the reciprocal ex-
change of indemnity contracts between individuals, firms and corporations
whereby they are enabled to protect each other from loss by fire or other
casualty at actual cost. These individuals, firms and corporations are com-
monly designated “ Subscribers.” They select a common attorney-in-fact or
manager, generally designated the “Attorney-in-Fact,” who establishes an
office at some convenient point to effect this exchange of contracts. This
Attorney, under the supervision and subject to the approval of an “Advisory
Committee ” elected by the “ Subscribers,” keeps the books and records, passes
upon and classifies risks, makes frequent inspections, adjusts and pays losses,
and, in fact, does everything incident to the exchange of the indemnity pro-
vided for. The office so conducted and operated by the Subscribers, through
the Attorney, at and through which the Subscribers exchange these contracts
for their own protection, is commonly designated as the “ Exchange.”

The “Advisory Committee ” which is provided for in the “ Power of At-
torney ” is usually elected at Annual meetings by the Subscribers from among
their own number; exercises general control of the affairs of the exchange
and acts as Trustee for funds.

The Subscribers make an annual deposit with their Attorney, the amount of
which is usually determined by the rate which is paid for stock company insur-
ance on the same class of risks, or else by an elaborate system of inspection re-
sulting in the formulation and application of rates on the part of the Exchange
itself. This deposit remains to the credit of each Subscriber; his pro rata portion
of losses being charged off on his account from time to time as they occur. A
percentage of the Subscriber’s deposit fixed in the Power of Attorney is set
aside in the Attorney’s account to cover expenses of management, including
compensation of the Attorney. All Subscriber’s funds are handled severally
and not jointly. At ail times these funds remain the property of the Sub-
scribers respectively. Within limits provided in the Power of Attorney, cer-
tain portions of the premium deposits are retained as a surplus to provide
against the contingency of unusual losses. Upon the retirement of a Sub-
scriber and the consequent cancellation of his policy, all funds remaining in
his account, whether accumulated for surplus or otherwise, are returned to
him, less his proportion of any losses or liabilities which have been incurred
to the date of his retirement. In this particular, Reciprocal Insurance differs
from the usual form of Mutual Insurance in that the accumulated surplus of a
Mutual Company belongs to the company and upon the retirement of a member
or policyholder, his proportionate part of such surplus is lost to him.

The duties and liabilities of each subscriber to the other subscribers are set
forth in the power of attorney or subscriber’s agreement, which must be
identical for each subscriber and must be signed by the subscriber before a
policy is issued. This power of Attorney is analogous to the charter and by-
laws or deed of settlement of the old line companies. The rights of the
subscriber to the payment of any loss he may suffer are contained in the policy
issue to him by the attorney-in-fact, which, in the case of fire insurance,
follows the standard form of the several states and in the case of casualty
insurance, complies with the standard provisions of the several states modified
in each instance only with the approval of the Insurance Commissioner as
required by the plan of Reciprocal Insurance.

Selection of Risks, Inspections, Economy of Management, and Savings,

In studying this subject the Committee has made inquiries and investigations
to determine the underlying reasons for the return of savings by exchanges
from year to year. In the first place, it appears that there is a careful selec-
tion of risks both from the standpoint of physical hazard and moral hazard
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This, of course, necessarily results in a lower loss ratio. In the second place,
we find that a rigid inspection is made periodically of the risks insured and
a consistent and efficient effort is made on the part of the management to con-
tinually better these risks. This naturally decreases the amount of loss. An-
other matter which must in the nature of things materially affect the situation,
is that since each subscriber is both an insurer and an insured, it becomes
apparent to all that it is to the interest of all to keep risks in the best possible
condition, each subscriber being directly interested not only in the condition
of his own risk, but in the condition of the risks of the other subscribers as
well. Another element which enters largely into the matter of saving is the
low cost of operation. At most exchanges the commission allowed the attorney-
in-fact to cover all expenses of operation of the business and including his own
compensation, is less than the commission usually paid to agents of stock com-
panies alone, and in the case of stock company insurance, the other expenses
of operation must be considered in addition to the commissions paid to agents.
A lower cost of operation naturally results in a greater saving to the policy-
holders.

We have also found in our investigations that a direct saving to the sub-
scribers at the exchanges is not the only saving which has resulted to the
insuring public through the operation of reciprocal insurance. In states
where reciprocal insurance has been developed extensively, the stock company
rates are much lower on the lines of industry covered by the exchanges than
they were before the exchanges began operation. For example, certain ex-
changes covering retail lumber yards operate extensively in the State of
Kansas, and the stock company rate on these yards in recent years has been
approximately $lO per thousand. Before the exchanges in question began
their operations in that state, the stock company rate was about $25 per
thousand. These exchanges have operated in Kansas for about twenty-five
years and the average cost during all that time to the lumber yards insuring
through them has been less than $6.00 per thousand. The competition afforded
by reciprocal insurance exchanges has not only resulted in savings to the
subscribers thereat, but has resulted at the same time in a general lowering
of insurance rates to the public.

Failures and Liquidations op Various Classes op Insurance Carriers.
We have also examined into the matter of the failures and liquidations of

various classes of insurance carriers. We have relied very largely in this
matter upon the reports of the Alfred M. Best Company of New York City,
which is the standard reporting and statistical agency of the United States
with respect to all insurance matters. Best’s reports show that with respect
to failures and liquidations, the record of reciprocal insurance exchanges is
certainly as good as that of stock insurance companies or mutual insurance
companies in point of number. In point of volume the stock company failures
are far in the lead with mutual insurance companies second, and reciprocal
insurance exchanges third. Most failures of all insurance carriers have re-
sulted primarily from the failure to collect adequate rates for the insurance
written and secondly, from a failure to provide adequate reserves of all kinds.
Where the rates of premium collected have been adequate and proper reserves
carried, no failures have been recorded except here and there a few have been
induced or aided through dishonest management, and apparently this applies
equally to all classes of carriers. Honesty cannot be legislated into any indi-
vidual and the most the law can do is to set up proper standards and provide
for adequate regulation.

In cases of failures or involuntary liquidation, assuming that reasonable
proper underwriting practices have been observed, the advantage for the
payment of policies is upon the side of the mutual companies and the reciprocal
exchanges for the reason that in most instances the management or the courts
can call upon the policyholders for one or more premiums in addition to the
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premium originally paid. Over against this resource is set the capital of the
stock company, but this even with respect to the largest company is but small
in proportion to the risk assumed under the policies issued.

Oddly enough, most of the difficulties with respect to reciprocal insurance
exchanges have occurred in two states. We are advised that this resulted
from the fact that the original laws of those states relating to this class of
insurance did not provide for an adequate surplus or adequate reserves. The
situation in both of the states referred to has been much improved by the
adoption of later laws, but even these later laws fall far short, in their
provision relating to surplus and reserves, of the standard provided in the
bill which is proposed by this Committee. For example, one of the states
referred to now requires only a surplus of Ten Thousand Dollars as to all
classes of insurance, while the other state requires a surplus of only Twenty-
five Thousand Dollars as to fire insurance and Fifty Thousand Dollars as to
casualty lines. The laws of both of these states moreover do not set up the
same standard for reserves that is required by the bill recommended by this
committee.

Upon the whole, we are well satisfied that we have suggested requirements
of all kinds higher than those provided for in any other state and it is our
opinion that exchanges organized or licensed under this bill, if adopted, will
not only furnish economical insurance to the citizens of this state, but will be
fully as safe, sound and substantial as any other class of insurance carriers.

Financial Requirements are Fundamental.
Your committee has approached the drafting of the legislation which it

recommends from the point of view of the Massachusetts policyholder. During
the period of three-quarters of a century Massachusetts insurance law has been
enacted for the purpose of safeguarding Massachusetts citizens and making
certain the payment of losses. An insurance company, whether it be organized
on the stock,' mutual, Lloyds or reciprocal plan, must collect an adequate
premium and have in its possession adequate funds for the payment of losses
if it is long to continue in successful operation. In the last analysis insurance
loses are paid by the policyholders themselves from premiums or assessments.
Your committee has drafted" legislation so as to require reciprocal organizations
licensed in Massachusetts to maintain the same premium reserves which are
required for stock or mutual companies. The legislation further provides for
a free surplus above these reserves in an amount of not less than Two Hundred
Thousand Dollars (200,000), which is the same amount required for the capital
stock of a stock company. In addition, it is required in the bill that no recip-
rocal organization shall be licensed unless it provides that each subscriber
shall be liable for one additional annual premium deposit. In this way, a
reciprocal exchange, in order to comply with the standards set up in the legis-
lation which your committee recommends, must have not only an amount of
money equivalent to the stock of a stock company, but also the contingent
liability of its subscribers equal to that of a mutual company, as at present
established by the Massachusetts Insurance Law. The amount of free surplus
which this bill requires is larger than required by reciprocal legislation at the
present time in any but one state in the union. This seems to your committee
the fundamental requirement for any reciprocal insurance legislation. Other
safeguards, while unquestionably necessary, are of distinctly minor importance.
So far as j7our committee has been able to determine from the investigation
of past experience, no reciprocal exchange which meets these financial require-
ments could ever fail in the prompt payment of its 1

Standard Power oe Attorney

It has been suggested that whatever legislation is proposed by this com-
mittee, should contain a provision requiring a standard or statutory form of
power of attorney.
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It is our opinion that such a provision of law is not only unnecessary, but
would be impracticable and destructive, for the following reasons: The opera-
tion of a reciprocal plan of insurance requires that the form of the power of
attorney be uniform as to the subscribers at the particular exchanges; that is,
in order to establish the reciprocal relation between the subscribers, it is neces-
sary that each subscriber sign an identical power of attorney. Since reciprocal
insurance operates very largely in classes of industry, a large distribution of
risks necessarily involves the extension of the activities of an exchange over
many states. Manifestly, it would be impossible, under these circumstances,
to have the power of attorney fixed by statutory provision unless each state
in which an exchange operated, adopted statutes providing for an identical
power of attorney; that is, the statutes in the various states relating to this
subject, would have to be identical. It is reasonable to suppose that it would
be impossible to secure enactment of identical statutes by the legislatures of
several states. The result would be that if the states or any number of them
adopted statutes not identical with one which might be adopted in Massachusetts,
for instance, the exchange would have to abandon every state which did not
adopt the same statute, since it is absolutely necessary that the outstanding
powers of attorney at any exchange, at any time, must be identical, in order
that contracts may be exchanged through the attorney-in-fact.

Another practical objection exists if many of the large and strong exchanges
of other states are to enter Massachusetts. In some of these exchanges the
subscribers not only number thousands, but tens of thousands, and to take up
and cancel the outstanding forms of powers of attorney in effect at such ex-
changes and already executed by the subscribers thereat, would of necessity,
involve a complete reorganization of such exchanges, an unnecessary and
difficult, and probably impossible task. As to some exchanges having only a
few hundred subscribers insuring large risks, it might be possible to make

mch a change, but as to exchanges having very large numbers of subscribers,mg very large uuuiucrs ur &uusuriuers,

task would be so very difficult as to
Massachusetts. And in any ease, no
two states if those two states adopted

it appears to be a certainty that the
prevent such exchanges from entering
exchange could comply in as many as
dissimilar or contradictory statutes.

Furthermore, w'e have found that while the powers of attorney in use at the
various exchanges contain many similar substantive provisions, we have also
found that they vary greatly in other particulars. Each group of subscribers
appears to have provided a power of attorney particularly adapted to the
particular class or classes of industry covered, and we are advised that these
particular provisions are in many instances of great benefit to the particular
exchanges involved; that is, each group of subscribers has adopted a form
which lends itself most readily and flexibly to the operation of their own
exchange. It is our opinion that so far as is consistent with safety and good
underwriting, the subscribers should be left to themselves to shape their own
contracts. Your committee has, however, in the bill recommended, included
provisions covering the substantial and outstanding features common to the
powers of attorney in use at the large and substantial exchanges and those
which seem to it essential for safeguarding the rights of the policyholders.

Lists op Subscribers.

The committee has given consideration to the matter of the filing of lists
of subscribers and we are of the opinion that the filing of such lists with any
public office is unnecessary and would be unfair from a competitive stand-
point. The measure which the committee is proposing contains a provision
authorizing the examination of the affairs at any exchange at the pleasure of
the Insurance Commissioner, and at the expense of said exchange. This
affords full opportunity and full authority to enable the Insurance Commis-
sioner to determine the solvency and good standing of an exchange in all
respects, including the character and financial standing of the subscribers.
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We further find that the standard reciprocal insurance law now m effect
in most of the states contains a specific provision to the effect that lists of
subscribers and their addresses shall not be required to be filed. Such a

provision is also included in the standard insurance code prepared by the
Insurance Committee of the American Bar Association after several years of
investigation of the subject by its Insurance Committee composed of legal
insurance experts. . .

In addition, we have not been able to discover a law in any state which
requires the filing of lists of policyholders of co-operative insurance carriers
such as mutual companies, assessment companies and fraternal societies, and
we can see no valid reason why such a provision should be made to apply to
reciprocal insurance.

New York is the only state which contains such a provision in its insurance

laws. This law is not strictly a reciprocal insurance law, but is designated
as a law relating to Lloyds and inter-insurers and was, in the first instance,
adopted for the regulation of Lloyds and the earlier groups of inter-insurers
which operated upon a plan similar to Lloyds insurance. We are further
advised that this provision of the New York law is not applied to reciprocal
insurance exchanges having the principal office of the attorney-in-fact in

another state. ,

We have seen fit to provide, however, that lists of subscribers shall be fur-
nished in the case of an unpaid final judgment. It is our opinion that lists
of subscribers should only be called for in such a contingency.

Property Qualification.
We have considered the matter of requiring subscribers to meet a certain

standard of property qualification and have reached the conclusion that such
a provision is unnecessary. There is no more reason for requiring subscribers
at reciprocal insurance exchanges to be possessed of a certain amount of
property than there is in requiring members of mutual companies to meet
such a qualification. The only argument which has been advanced in favor
of such a provision is that each subscriber is both an insurer and an insured,
and being an insurer, should have property sufficient to discharge any liability
which he might assume. This argument appears to us to have little force
and to be bottomed upon a contingency exceedingly remote in view of the high
financial requirements of the bill which we are presenting. In the first place,
each subscriber upon assuming that relation and accepting a policy of insur-
ance, deposits with the management a sum equal to or greater that the premium
charged by stock companies for assuming a similar risk. An experience of
more than a quarter of a century has demonstrated that on an average, this
premium or deposit has been sufficient to pay expenses and losses and leave a
saving of 40 per cent besides. In addition, the measure which we propose
requires a surplus of $200,000 to be on hand at all times with adequate re-
serves of all kinds added thereto. It is very unlikely that this surplus, these
reserves and an annual premium deposit, will ever be required to pay the
losses of any year, and it would be necessary to exhaust these before an excess
assessment could properly be levied against subscribers. The only purpose of
a property qualification, therefore, would be to insure the payment of an excess
assessment if one should be made. Even in such a contingency, the amount to
be paid by each subscriber would probably not exceed an additional annual
premium, and it would appear to be ridiculous to require an individual, firm
or corporation, to undergo an examination as to his proper qualifications to
determine his ability to pay one insurance premium on his policy. No other
state requires a property qualification of subscribers at a reciprocal or inter-
insurance exchange where surplus and reserves are provided for. There is a
similar provision in the New York law, but it only applies to New York ex-
changes organized and doing business prior to a certain date and which were
not required to carry a surplus or reserves in any amount. The provision of
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the New York law is not and never was held to be applicable to subscribers
at exchanges carrying surplus and reserves whether such exchanges were
domiciled in New York or in any other state. Such a provision, therefore,
appears to us to be absolutely useless and could only serve as an embarrass-
ment and annoyance to subscribers.

At the time of the San Francisco conflagration every exchange having in-
surance on property in the devastated area paid its losses in full, without
assessment. While of all the stock companies carrying insurance in the same
district only four or five paid their losses in full, all the others requiring a
discount. This statement is verified by an advertisement of one of the largest
insurance companies in America, which advertisement is now on file with this
committee. It is also verified by Best’s Insurance Reports. It is difficult to
assume that a harder strain could be put upon any class of insurance carrier
than that which resulted from the San Francisco conflagration.

Casualty Insurance.
The committee is of the opinion that both fire and casualty insurance, in-

cluding workmen’s compensation, should be provided for. The widespread
agitation in many states, including the commonwealth, for the adoption of
legislation providing for compulsory automobile insurance, had done much to
incline us to this opinion. Manifestly it would be an unusual thing for a
state to require that owners of automobiles be required to purchase insurance
covering their cars and the operation of same, and not at the same time provide
legislation which would insure the widest latitude for automobile owners in
selecting the kind of insurance carrier to provide the insurance thus forced
upon them. To do otherwise would be to compel all automobile owners to carry
insurance and then grant a monopoly to certain classes of insurance carriers
for the writing of this insurance. In the event of the passage of such com-
pulsory laws, the automobile owners should be allowed an open market to
purchase the insurance, including the right to procure such insurance at cost
through the organization of mutual companies or reciprocal insurance ex-
changes.

We find that many of the largest automobile clubs in the United States
provide insurance for their members through the organization of reciprocal
insurance exchanges, thereby procuring their insurance at a very low cost.
Many of these automobile exchanges have many thousands of policyholders,
one in particular, that of Southern California, having more than 50,000 policy-
holders. Other automobile exchanges not operated in connection with auto-
mobile clubs have made splendid progress, for example, the Pennsylvania
Indemnity Exchange of Philadelphia, which within a few years has accumu-
lated a free surplus of approximately Four Hundred Thousand Dollars after
returning annually a substantial portion of the premium deposit to the policy-
holders as savings.

Several exchanges covering the various casualty lines have for many years
been in successful operation in various states with the result that insurance
has been provided thereby at a minimum cost. Most workmen’s compensation
acts now in effect in the various states are in practical effect compulsory in
their character, and it would seem to be but fair that under such circumstances
the employers should have an open field for the procuring of their insurance,
and to have the right to provide such insurance among themselves on the recip-
rocal insurance plan. Some of the soundest and largest exchanges which we
have investigated have for many years been providing this class of insurance
on a safe and economical basis. We have therefore included casualty lines.

Senate Bill 490 and the Short Form Bill
Two bills have been before this committee for consideration from its earliest

sessions. One of these, Senate Bill 490, which was considered at length at the
last session of the General Court, and the other being what is generally desig-
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Bated as the “ Short Form Bill.” We have concluded to recommend neither.
It is our opinion that the short form bill is too short and that Senate 490
is too long and too complicated to adequately meet the needs of the situation.
Senate 490 is mostly a rewriting, with modifications, of Chapter 175 of the
General Laws, which chapter, in a large measure, constitutes the insurance
code of this Commonwealth. Most of the provisions of Chapter lis have been
in effect for many years and their meaning has been definitely fixed by rulings
of the Insurance Department, of the Attorney General's Department, and by
the decisions of our courts. We are of the opinion that to attempt to provide
a status for reciprocal insurance by rewriting and modifying the sections
referred to, would result in confusion and difficulty as to their construction
and meaning. We deem it a safer course to include by specific reference
wherever necessary, the appropriate sections of Chapter 175, and this we have
done in the bill which we are proposing. Either method is an attempt to meet
the same situation, and it is our opinion that the method we have selected is

more definite and certain. We think we have included in our bill all of the
provisions of Senate Bill 490 which are applicable and which should properly
be included, but we have done this by the preparation of specific new sections
and by specific reference to sections which are already in the General Laws.

Discretionary Power of Insurance Commissioner.

Under chapter 175 and complementary provisions of the General Laws con-

stituting the insurance code of this Commonwealth, the Insurance Commis-
sioner may decline to issue a license to any insurance carrier of any other
state, whether stock, mutual or reciprocal, if, in his opinion, its plan of
organization is not sound, and if, on that account, or for any other reason,
he may think that the interests of the public will not be properly safeguarded
by the admission of such carrier. This discretionary power lodged with the
Insurance Commissioner, in our opinion, is full protection to the public against
the admission of irresponsible insurance carriers, whether stock, mutual or

reciprocal.
In addition, section 5 of chapter 175, gives the Insurance Commissioner full

authority to suspend or revoke the license of any insurance carrier of any
other state whether stock, mutual or reciprocal, if, in opinion, the con-

tinued operation in this state of such insurance carrier is in violation of law
or hazardous to the public, or to its policyholders. That portion of said
section 5 applicable to this matter is as follows:

If the Commissioner is of the opinion upon examination or other evidence that
a foreign company is in an unsound condition, and that it has failed to comply with
any provision of law or with its charter, or that its condition is such as to render
its further transaction of business hazardous to the public or its policyholders, or
that its actual funds, inclusive of its capital, if it is a life insurance company, are
less than its liabilities, or if its officers or agents refuse to submit to examination
or to perform any legal obligations relative thereto, he shall revoke or suspend all
licenses granted to said foreign company or its agents and shall cause notice thereof
to be published in such manner as he may deem necessary for the protection of the
public. No new insurance shall thereafter be written by it or its agents in the
Commonwealth until its authority to do business is restored by the Commissioner.

By the terms of the hill which we are presenting, the word “ Company ” is
construed to include reciprocal or inter-insurance exchanges. We have there-
fore brought such exchanges within the control of section 5 which, in our
opinion, arms the Insurance Commissioner with ample authority to suspend
or cancel without delay, the license of any exchange not qualifying the
law, or which, in the opinion of the Commissioner, is transacting business in a
manner hazardous to the public or to its policyholders. It wilt be noted that
section 5 does not require that the company in question be actually conducting
its business in violation of law or in a manner hazardous to the public or its
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policyholders, but it enables the Commissioner to suspend or revoke its license,
if, in his opinion, such conditions exist. It would hardly be possible to pre-
pare a section which gave the Insurance Commissioner greater power. It
certainly arms the Commissioner with sufficient power to put out of this
Commonwealth any irresponsible or unsatisfactory insurance carrier, whether
a stock company, a mutual company, or a reciprocal insurance exchange.

Increased Revenue for Massachusetts.
The committee has provided in the legislation recommended that the pre-

mium deposits paid by Massachusetts citizens to reciprocal exchanges be taxed
at the same rate and in the same manner as premiums of stock and mutual
companies. The premium deposits now either avoid taxation or are taxed in
the state in which is located the principal office of the attorney-in-fact. At
present, Massachusetts derives no revenue from this source. While it is im-possible to estimate at all accurately the annual premium income of reciprocal
exchanges in Massachusetts until the statutes provide for their making returns
to the Commissioner of Insurance, it is certain that Massachusetts citizens
now carry many millions of insurance in every class of reciprocal carrier, and
the increase in revenue to the Commonwealth which this bill provides should
prove by no means inconsiderable.

Advantages to Massachusetts Citizens.

The Supreme Courts of both the United States and Massachusetts have
decided that the Constitution of the United States prevents the several states
from interfering with contracts made in another state even though their own
citizens are parties thereto. Under this constitutional guarantee, Massachu-
setts citizens have for many years been carrying a large volume of reciprocal
insurance, the actual contracts being written in another state at the home office
of the attorney-in-fact. The benefits of reciprocal insurance have proven so
great that the experience of more than a generation has shown that Massachu-
setts citizens will go outside Massachusetts for reciprocal insurance even though
this method of doing business imposes upon them certain disadvantages. It
seems to the committee that the time has come when the large number of
Massachusetts users of reciprocal insurance are entitled to look to the legislature
to remove the handicaps which the existing situation imposes. In the case of
licensed carriers there is at all times on file in the office of the Commissioner
of Insurance, a complete financial statement which may be examined by the
insured and many details of which are included in his annual report. Further
the Commissioner of Insurance may at any time investigate the financial con-
dition of a licensed carrier at the expense of the insurance company. At the
present time our law neither requires nor permits the filing of financial state-
ments by reciprocal exchanges and gives no investigating authority to the Com-
missioner of Insurance, both of which things are provided in the bill recom-
mended.

More important than either of these matters, if a Massachusetts citizen under
the existing situation has to resort to the courts to settle a dispute arising under
a reciprocal policy, there is no way in which the insured can get legal service
upon a reciprocal exchange except by going to the state in which is located the
principal office of the attorney-in-fact and using the courts of that state. Ex-
cept in the case of very large losses, the time, delay and expense involved would
make such a course prohibitive. It is a tribute to the fair dealing of the great
body of reciprocal exchanges that Massachusetts citizens have used them so
largely when they knew that they had little chance of legal redress in case of
a dispute.

The bill recommended provides that every power of attorney shall contain a
provision authorizing our Commissioner of Insurance to accept service of
process for every subscriber. This assures to every Massachusetts subscriber
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that he can use the Massachusetts courts to settle any disputes that may arise,
a right to which Massachusetts citizens using reciprocal insurance are, in the
opinion of the committee, fully entitled.

Conclusion,

Your committee has been impressed by the practical savings effected through
the medium of Reciprocal Insurance Exchanges. The procurement of safe
insurance at cost, is a proposition that may well engage the attention of our
Commonwealth. During the last session of the Legislature, Governor Cox, in his
Inaugural Message, called the attention of the two branches to the advantages
of allowing Reciprocal Insurance Exchanges to transact business within the
Commonwealth. We quote from his address:

I also recommend an immediate change of policy which will permit the local
organization of reciprocal insurance associations, under proper safeguards, and to
admit for the transaction of business with this Commonwealth such reciprocal
insurance associations from other states as can comply with proper Massachusetts
standards. I make this recommendation because of the successful experience of
other states with this form of insurance carrier, and because of the incentive under
this method to eliminate needless loss and to reduce the cost of insurance to the
minimum.

The future prosperity of our industries in Massachusetts will depend largely
upon our ability to compensate for the advantages peculiar to those newer in-
dustrial centers that are threatening many of our leading industries. With an
agricultural area that is relatively unimportant, endowed with practically no
mineral wealth, fuel or timber, we are already feeling the aggp-essive competition
of other states more favorably located as to raw material, transportation,
et cetera. In addition, the progressive and humane laws of our state relating
to the regulation and protection of labor, place us at an unfair disadvantage
with other states maintaining lower standards. Realizing these conditions, your
committee is impressed with the opportunities for the saving afforded through
the operation of Reciprocal Insurance Exchanges. Many of the larger cor-
porations are already experiencing a great reduction in insurance costs through
the operation of factory mutuals. A still greater proportion would benefit by
lower costs if reciprocal exchanges were allowed to come into our Common-
wealth.

We believe that a safe and efficient vehicle would be provided by the adoption
of the bill submitted

JOHN F. SHEA.
CHARLES B. FROTHINGHAM.
J. BRADFORD DAYIS.
FREDERICK A. WARREN.
EDWARD F. HARRINGTON.
JOHN MITCHELL.

I concur in the foregoing report, its findings and recommendations, except
in the following particulars.

1. I believe a copy of the power of attorney should be furnished each sub-
scriber with his policy.

2. I believe a list of original applicants, or subscribers, with their addresses,
in the case of a domestic exchange, and a list of subscribers, with addresses, at
time of the application for a license in case of a foreign exchange, should be
filed with the Commissioner of Insurance, said lists, in either event, to be for the
exclusive use of the Commissioner.

J. BRADFORD DAVIS.

MINORITY REPORTS,
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Boston, February 7, 1925.
While I concur with the foregoing report, its findings and recommendations,

I desire to reserve my rights on a certain portion of the bill recommended, with
which I may not be fully in accord.

JOHN MITCHELL.
While I concur in the majoxity report of the committee in so far as relates to

the authorization of the transaction of reciprocal or inter-insurance in this
Commonwealth, 1 hereby reserve my rights on the proposition to permit the
exchange of reciprocal insurance contracts for automobile liability and for
workmen’s compensation insurance.

Under chapter 70 of the Resolves of 1924 the General Court of Massachusetts
authorized the appointment of a Joint Special Committee to consider further
the subject of Reciprocal or Inter-insurance, this committee to report to the
General Court its findings and recommendations, filing the same with the Clerk
of the House of Representatives. As members of this committee, we therefore
submit the following report:

That at the present time there seems no pressing demand or necessity for
Reciprocal or Inter-insurance in this Commonwealth.

If, however, legislation should be enacted which will permit the operation
of Reciprocal Exchanges within the Commonwealth, we recommend that any
such legislation be based on Senate Bill No. 490 of 1924, “An Act to authorize
Reciprocal or Inter-insurance Exchanges ”; and

It is further recommended that in addition to the provisions of this bill the
following necessary safeguards be incorporated therein:

(1) That there shall be certain financial requirements imposed upon the
subscribers.

(2) That there shall be a standard form of power of attorney to be approved
by the Insurance Commissioner of Massachusetts.

(3) That the remuneration of attorneys-in-fact, both foreign and domestic,
shall be upon the same basis, and that the same power of removal shall apply
alike to foreign and domestic attorneys-in-fact.

(4) That every Reciprocal or Inter-insurance Exchange whether domestic or
foreign shall have an advisory committee elected by and from the subscribers
with powers similar to those of boards of directors of corporations.

(5) That the appointment and removal of the attorney-in-fact shall lie with
the subscribers who may, however, delegate this power to the advisory committee.
This shall apply to both foreign and domestic attorneys-in-fact.

(6) That a list of the subscribers be sent to each subscriber on demand.
(7) That a copy of the power of attorney shall be attached to each policy

as issued.
JOHN A. STODDART.
SLATER WASHBURN.

The committee recommends the passage of the following legislation

An Act authorizing the Exchange of Reciprocal or Intee-Insurancb
Contract

Be it enacted, etc., as follow
Section 1. Chapter one hundred and seventy-five of the General Laws is

hereby amended by inserting after section ninety-four the nine following sections
under the heading, “ reciprocal insurance exchanges ”:

Section 94A. The following words as used in sections ninety-four Bto ninety-
four J, inclusive, or elsewhere in this chapter, shall, unless the context other-

EDWARD F. HARRINGTON.

ELBRIDGE G. DAVIS, Vice-Chairman.

APPENDIX A.
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wise requires or a different meaning is specifically prescribed, have the following
meanings:

“ Attorney in fact,” a person, partnership or corporation acting under power
of attorney as the representative of the subscribers in the exchange of reciprocal
or inter-insurance contracts and matters incident thereto.

“ Exchange,” the office of the attorney in fact, being the place where the
contracts of insurance are issued.

“ Subscribers,” the participants or policyholders.
Section 948. Individuals, partnerships and corporations of this common-

wealth herein designated subscribers are hereby authorized to exchange recip-
rocal or inter-insurance contracts with each other or with individuals, partner-
ships and corporations of other states and countries providing indemnity among
themselves from any loss or damage caused by any of the hazards specified in
section forty-seven, chapter one hundred and seventy-five, and in chapter one
hundred and fifty-two, General Laws, which any one stock or mutual fire or
liability insurance company or association is now or may hereafter be authorized
to transact, except the following clauses specified in said section forty-seven;
four, seven, ten, eleven, twelve and thirteen, subject to the provisions of section
ninety-four A to ninety-four J, inclusive.

Section 94C. Such contracts may be executed by an attorney in fact, as
herein defined, duly authorized and acting for such subscribers. The principal
office of the attorney in fact shall be maintained at such place as is designated
by the subscribers in the power of attorney.

Section 94D. Where the principal office of the attorney in fact is located in
this commonwealth such attorney in fact in order to obtain a license to transact
business, shall file with the commissioner of insurance an application therefor,
accompanied by a declaration signed and sworn to by him, or in case of a
corporation, signed and sworn to on its behalf by an executive officer, setting
forth:

(a) The name or designation under which the reciprocal or inter-insurance
contracts are to be issued, which shall not be so similar to the name of any
other insurance carrier as to be calculated to deceive or confuse.

( h ) The location of the office or offices from which such contracts are to be
issued.

(c) The classes of insurance to be written.
(d) An exact copy of the form of agreement or policy contracts to be used in

the exchanging of the insurance provided for.
( e ) An exact copy of the form of power of attorney authorizing the attorney

in fact to effect the exchanging of insurance provided for.
(/) The name of the attorney in fact.
{g) That a fund of at least two hundred thousand dollars is in the possession

of the attorney in fact and advisory committee as a surplus fund for the carrying
out of reciprocal or inter-insurance contracts executed by said attorney in fact,
said fund to be in cash or invested in such securities as are hereinafter specified.

( h ) That except as to the kinds of insurance hereinafter specifically mentioned
in this subdivision, applications shall have been made for indemnity upon at
least one hundred separate risks aggregating not less than two and one half
million dollars represented by executed contracts or bona fide applications to
become concurrently effective upon the issuance of a license to transact business.
In the case of employers’ liability or workmen’s compensation insurance applica-
tions shall have been made for indemnity upon at least one hundred separate
risks covering a total annual pay roll of not less than two and one half million
dollars represented by executed contracts or bona fide applications to become
concurrently effective upon the issuance of a license to transact business. In
the case of automobile insurance, whether written by an exchange writing auto-
mobile insurance only or in conjunction with other risks on any of the coverages
permitted for any one stock or mutual insurance company, applications shall
have been made for indemnity upon at least one thousand motor vehicles, repre-
sented by executed contracts or bona fide applications to become concurrently
effective upon the issuance of a license to transact business.

{%) That the attorney in fact will execute no contracts of insurance save upon
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the express condition that the commissioner shall be the attorney of each sub-
scriber to receive service of process in any action or proceeding against the sub-
scriber, nor unless the subscriber shall have authorized the attorney in fact to
designate the commissioner for service of process and shall have ratified any
prior designations or appointments for service of process.

This declaration shall be accompanied by a power of attorney executed by the
attorney in fact, constituting and appointing the commissioner or his successor
the true and lawful attorney of the subscribers upon whom all lawful process
in an action or legal proceeding against them may be served, which shall be in
the form prescribed by and shall be subject to the provisions of the third
clause of section one hundred and fifty-one so far as applicable. The service
of such process shall be made as provided in said third clause of section one
hundred and fifty-one.

Section 94E. Where the principal office of the attorney in fact is located in
another state, such attorney in fact may apply for a license to transact business
in the manner set forth in the preceding section, with the following exceptions
and additions:

(a) Instead of the declarations under clause ( g ) of section ninety-four D,
he shall file a declaration setting forth that he has in his possession and available
for the payment of losses, funds in the amount required by section ninety-four
H, either in cash or invested as required by the laws of the state where such
principal office is located.

(b ) That except as to the kinds of insurance hereinafter specifically men-
tioned, instead of the declaration under clause ( h ) section ninety-four D, he
shall file a statement that the exchange has at least one hundred sub-
scribers with insurance in force aggregating not less than two and one half
million dollars. In the case of employers’ liability or workmen’s compensation
insurance the exchange shall have at least one hundred subscribers with in-
surance in force covering a total annual pay roll of not less than two and one
half million dollars. In the case of automobile insurance there shall be in force
insurance covering at least one thousand motor vehicles.

(c) He shall file a financial statement under oath in form prescribed by
section twenty-five.

( d ) He shall file a certificate from the proper official of the state where the
principal office of the attorney in fact is located, showing that all provisions
of law applicable thereto have been complied with and that authority has been
given to transact the classes of business which are sought to be transacted in
the commonwealth.

( e) He shall file an agreement that he will not transact in this commonwealth
any class of business which cannot be transacted through an exchange located
in this commonwealth.

Section 94F. The commissioner shall examine the application and declaration
and all documents filed in connection therewith; and if he is satisfied that they
comply with the law and that the allegations of fact contained therein are true,
he shall issue a license to transact business to the attorney in fact authorizing
him to execute for the subscribers under the name designated, such contracts of
reciprocal or inter-insurance as are authorized by this chapter, which license
shall be subject to the provisions of section five and the second paragraph of
section one hundred and fifty.

Section 94G. The attorney in fact shall execute no insurance contract with
any subscriber unless the subscriber shall have agreed that in ease the funds
on hand are not sufficient to meet the losses, he will, upon demand, pay to the
attorney in fact an amount at least equal to and in addition to the current
annual premium or deposit called for by his contract, which liability shall endure
as long as there are outstanding any claims on contracts issued while he was a
subscriber. , .

Section 94H. There shall be maintained at all times in the hands of the
attorney in fact or trustees duly authorized for that purpose, assets in cash or
securities equal to all outstanding claims and liabilities, including a reserve
liability on contracts in force, calculated on the same basis as for mutual com-
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panics transacting the same kinds of business. There shall also be maintained
as a surplus fund an additional sum of not less than two hundred thousand
dollars. This fund shall in the case where the principal office of the attorney
in fact is located in this commonwealth, be in cash or invested according to the
laws applicable to the investment of the surplus of mutual companies trans-
acting the same kinds of business. The attorney in fact or the subscribers may
make deposits to maintain the surplus fund at the required amount, which
shall be made upon condition that they shall not be repaid to the depositor or
until such time as repayment thereof will not reduce the surplus below the re-
quired amount.

Section 941. Every attorney in fact shall make an annual statement in ac-
cordance with section twenty-five and shall be subject to the penalties provided
by section twenty-six of this chapter and section six of chapter two hundred
and sixty-eight. He shall include therein a certificate of the maximum amount
of indemnity upon any single fire insurance risk and a certificate that no sub-
scriber has assumed on any such risk an amount greater than ten per cent of
the net worth of such subscriber. The attorney in fact shall not be required
to furnish the names and addresses of any subscribers except in the case of an
unpaid final judgment.

Section 94J. Contracts of reciprocal or inter-insurance and the exchanging
thereof, and exchanges, attorneys in fact and other representatives of the sub-
scribers, shall be subject to the provisions of this chapter, excepting sections
twenty-one, seventy-five, the first paragraph of section one hundred and fifty,
the first, second and fourth clauses of section one hundred and fifty-one, and
section one hundred and fifty-seven, in so far as such provisions are applicable
to the exchanging of reciprocal or inter-insurance contracts; providing that
sections one hundred and sixty-two to one hundred and seventy-seven, inclusive,
shall not apply to the attorney in fact or manager, nor shall they apply to the
representatives of the exchange employed on a salary basis only.

Section 94K. The subscribers shall elect or appoint in the manner provided
by them an advisory committee or other similar committee or board composed
of not less than three subscribers, which committee or board shall have authority
to adopt such rules and regulations for the conduct of the attorney in fact and
the affairs and funds of the subscribers as they may deem proper and which
may not be inconsistent with the provisions of the power of attorney.

Section 94L. A true copy of the power of attorney executed by any sub-
scriber shall be furnished him by the attorney in fact upon his request.

Section 2. Section twenty-five of said chapter one hundred and seventy-five,
as amended by section two of chapter one hundred and sixty-five of the acts of
nineteen hundred and twenty-one, is hereby further amended by striking out the
words “Mutual companies and United States branches of companies of foreign
countries ”, under forms B and C, and inserting in place thereof the following;

Mutual companies, reciprocal insurance exchanges and United States branches
of companies of foreign countries.

Section 3. Section ninety-nine of said chapter one hundred and seventy-five
is hereby amended by inserting after the ninth clause the following new clause: —■

Tenth. A reciprocal or inter-insurance exchange may with the written ap-
proval of the commissioner add to the said standard form any provisions re-
quired by the plan of reciprocal insurance or inter-insurance or may modify
said form.

Section 4. Chapter sixty-three of the General Laws is hereby amended byinserting after section twenty-nine the following new section:
Section 29A. Every attorney in fact of a reciprocal or inter-insurance ex-

change defined in section ninety-four A of chapter one hundred and seventy-five
and authorized to transact business in the commonwealth under the provisions
of sections ninety-four A to ninety-four J, inclusive, of chapter one hundred
and seventy-five, shall be subject to the provisions of the eight preceding sections.

Section 5.
_

Chapter one hundred and fifty-five of the General Laws is hereby
amended by inserting after section twelve the following new section;—•

Section 12A. Any corporation organized or to be organized under the laws of
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the commonwealth shall have full power and authority to participate as a
subscriber in the exchanging of insurance contracts specified in section ninety-
four Bof chapter one hundred and seventy-five. The right to participate in the
exchanging of such contracts shall be deemed to be incidental to the purposes
for which such corporation was organized, and as much granted as the rights
and powers expressly conferred.

Section 6. Chapter two hundred and twenty-three of the General Laws is
hereby amended by inserting after section eight the following new section;

Section BA. Transitory actions against the subscribers to a reciprocal or
inter-insurance exchange defined in section ninety-four A of chapter one hun-
dred and seventy-five and authorized to transact business in the commonwealth
under said chapter may be brought as provided in the second or fourth clause
of section eight, and for such purposes the subscribers shall be deemed a com-
pany or association.

Section 7. Said chapter two hundred and twenty-three is hereby further
amended by inserting after section nineteen the following new section:-

Section 19A. Actions shall be brought against subscribers of a reciprocal or
inter-insurance exchange defined in section ninety-four A of chapter one hundred
and seventy-five and authorized to transact business in, the commonwealth under
said chapter in the name or designation under which the contracts are issued by
the attorney in fact without a recital of the names of the several subscribers.

Section 8. Said chapter two hundred and twenty-three is hereby further
amended by inserting after section thirty-nine the following new section:

Section 39A. In an action against the subscribers of a reciprocal or inter-
insurance exchange defined in section ninety-four A of chapter one hundred
and seventy-five and authorized to transact business in the commonwealth under
said chapter, sendee may be made upon the attorney in fact of such subscribers,
as defined in said section ninety-four A, if the principal office of the attorney
in fact is located in the commonwealth, instead of on the commissioner of in-
surance under clause third of section one hundred and fifty-one of chapter one
hundred and seventy-five.

Section 9. Chapter one hundred and fifty-two of the General Laws is herebyamended by inserting after subsection seven of section one the following new
subsection;

(7a) “Insurer” and “insurance company” as used in this chapter shall
include within their meaning a reciprocal or inter-insurance exchange.






